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Abstract

In this thesis I will explore the function approximation properties of deep neural
networks, analyse the qualitative differences between deep and shallow networks and
propose an adaptive training algorithm based on these results. Specifically I will
focus on neural networks with the ReLU activation function. First I will derive the
universal approximation theorem for single layered ReLU networks, based on the
paper Approximation by superpositions of a sigmoidal function 1 by Cybenko (1989).
Also I will explore the more recent paper Approximating Continuous Functions
by ReLU Nets of Minimal Width 2 by Boris Hanin (2017) in which the universal
approximation theorem is extended to deep neural networks with fixed layer size
equal to din + dout where din and dout are the input and output dimension of the
network respectively. This will then be followed by a brief overview of the paper
Optimal approximation of continuous functions by very deep ReLU networks 3 by
Yarotsky (2018) which proves that constant-width fully-connected networks provide
the fastest possible approximation rate that cannot be achieved with less deep
networks with the same number of parameters. Based on these result I will propose
and implement an adaptive training algorithm where layers are added to a fully
connected neural network during training. Experiments with this training algorithm
on the CIFAR10 dataset shows increased performance compared to certain fixed
size neural networks.
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1 Introduction

Artificial neural networks are inspired by the early models of sensory processing by the brain.
An artificial neural network can be created by simulating a network of model neurons in
a computer4. The network of neurons is basically a computational graph where each edge
corresponds to a multiplication and each vertex (or neuron) corresponds to applying a certain
activation function. When multiple edges connect to a neuron, their outputs are added up
before applying the activation function. The activation function is often a smoothed version of
a step function which is inspired by the threshold potential of biological neurons. A diagram
of the computation a connected neuron in a neural network can be seen in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Each neuron receives multiple inputs xi from other neurons and computes one
output y. The inputs are multiplied by weights wi and added up after which the activation

function f is applied.

Additionally each neuron also has a bias that is added to the the weighted input sum before
applying the activation function. This means each neuron performs the following calcula-
tion

y = f
( N∑
k=1

wixi + b
)

Unlike biological neurons, the neurons in a neural network are arranged in distinct layers. The
input layer is the first layer of neurons. This is then followed by a number of hidden layers
that should process the input data to get a suitable output to the output layer. In a so called
fully connected layers, each pair of neurons from both layers are connected. An example of
such a fully connected neural network can be seen in figure 1.2
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Figure 1.2: In a fully connected neural network there is an edge between each i’th neuron in
one layer and j’th neuron in the other. All the weight wij can thus be represented by n×m
matrices. In this figure W1 is a 4 by 5 matrix that maps the 4 inputs from the input layer to
the 5 inputs of hidden layer 1. In each neuron in this hidden layer the bias is added and the
cost function f1 is applied. This output is then again mapped to the next layer with matrix
W2 where f2 is applied. This process is then repeated until the output layer is reached.

A neural network can thus be represented as a function f : Rdin → Rdout that consists of a
composition of affine functions Ai(x) = Wix + bi and activation functions σi. So if x is the
input to the neural network, the activation in each layer yi can be calculated as follows.

y1 = σ1(W1x+ b1)

y2 = σ2(W2y1 + b2)

...
yn+1 = σn+1(Wnyn−1 + bn)

Here yn+1 corresponds to the activation in the output layer. This leads to the following
definition that will be used throughout this thesis.

Definition 1. A neural network with n hidden layers with respecive layer sizes wi i = 1, . . . , n,
input layer size din and output layer size dout is a function f : Rdin → Rdout of the form

σn+1 ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 ◦A1 (1.1)

where Ai are affine functions mapping between the layer dimensions as follows
A1 : Rdin → Rw1

Ai : Rwi → Rwi+1

An+1 : Rwn → Rdout
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and σi some predefined nonlinear activation function that is applied at each layer
σ1 : Rw1 → Rw1

σi : Rwi → Rwi

σn+1 : Rdout → Rdout

We will refer to n as the depth of the neural network. And in the case where all hidden layers
have the same size i.e wi = w, we will refer to w as the width of the network.

It is important to note that in most machine learning applications there are different activation
functions in different layers. This means not all σi are necessarily the same function. An
example would be classification problems. There it is often convenient for the output layer
to be a probability distribution over the different classes. For this application a so called
softmax activation function is often used. In this case each output neuron would output a
probability that corresponds to one class. The activation function that is mostly used to get
such a probability distribution is called the softmax function. This function is given by the
standard exponential function on each coordinate, divided by the sum of all the coordinates.

SoftMax(x) =
expxj∑n
k=1 expxk

(1.2)

For the hidden layers it is often customary to use sigmoid or relu activation functions.

Sigmoid(x) =
1

1 + exp(−x)

ReLU(x) = max(0, x)

Both these activation function have their own mathematical and biological justifications, but
the latter is, as of 2018, the most popular activation function for deep learning applications5.
For this reason, the rest of the chapters will mainly focus on ReLU networks.

1.1 Training

In order to train a neural network we need a method to measure its performance. This method
should quantify how much one neural network is ‘better’ than another one. In supervised
machine learning this is done by using a data set which contains input output pairs. The
neural network’s output is then compared to the output specified by the training data using a
loss function. The goal is then to minimize this loss function by changing the parameters of
the neural network. When the loss function is evaluated for a given neural network, it can
basically be interpreted a real valued function of all the parameters contained in A1, ..., An,
(these are the entries of the matrix Wi and the vector bi). The gradient of this cost function
with respect to these parameters in a certain layer can be calculated using a method called
back-propagation. This method basically boils down to applying the chain rule to equation
(1.1). In order to minimize the cost function, the parameters should be adjusted in the negative
direction of this gradient. This can be done with a method called gradient descent. The
procedure can be described as follows:
Let f : Rdin → Rdout be a neural network of the given

f = σn+1 ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 ◦A1
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Let L : C(Rdin ,Rdout) → R be the loss function to be minimized. Let ∂C(f)/∂Ai denote
the gradient of C with respect to all the parameters contained in Ai. Now update all the
parameters in each layer by the following rule

Anew
i = Ai − γ∂C(f)/∂Ai

Where γ is some positive real number often called the learning rate. The new updated neural
network is now described by

fnew = σn+1 ◦Anew
n+1 ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 ◦Anew

1

By repeating this gradient step many times, the neural network is expected to converge to
some local minimum of C.

Figure 1.3: An illustration of the method of gradient descent. By moving ’downhill’ in the
direction of the negative gradient it can be expected that eventually a local minimum is found.
To all the weights of the neural networks a correction is subtracted that is proportional to this

gradient. A certain step size γ is chosen for the update rule Anew
i = Ai − γ∂C(f)/∂Ai.

This training method of gradient descent will become especially relevant in chapter 4. Also,
the training procedures that are often used in practice such as stochastic gradient descent,
will be explored in more details. The following chapters will first focus on the approximation
properties of neural networks.
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2 Universal approximation theorem

The goal of this chapter is to understand the universal approximation theorem described in
the paper Approximation by superpositions of a sigmoidal function 1 by Cybenko (1989) and
expand the theorem for single layered ReLU networks.

The paper proves that superpositions of sigmoidal function can approximate any continuous
function. Sigmoidal functions are defined as follows

Definition 2. A function σ : R→ R is said to be sigmoidal if

σ(x) =

{
1 as x→∞
0 as x→ −∞

The universal approximation theorem can now be stated

Theorem 1. Let σ be any continous sigmoidal function. Then finite sums of the form

f(x) =

N∑
i=1

αi σ(yTi x+ θi) (2.1)

are dense in the space of real valued continuous function on the unit cube C([0, 1]d). Or in
other words, for any g ∈ C([0, 1]d) and ε > 0 there is a sum f(x) of the above form for which

|g(x)− f(x)| < ε for all x ∈ [0, 1]d

Note the superposition in equation 2.1 can be interpreted as a composition of affine function
with σ.

A2 ◦ σ ◦A1 (2.2)

where A1(x) = yTi x+ θi and A2(x) = αTi x

A1(x) =

y
T
1
...
yTN

x+

 θ1
...
θN

 and A2(x) =
[
α1 · · · αN

]
x

This composition in equation 2.2 can be interpreted as a single layered neural network where
the activation function in the first hidden layer is given by σ, and the activation function in the
output layer is left out. Equivalently the output layer can be considered to have the identity
function as activation.

Before we can proof theorem 1 we will need two important theorems from functional analysis
and measure theory.

Theorem 2 (Lebesgue Bounded Convergence theorem). Let fn be a sequence of measureable
functions converging pointwise to f on a bounded measure space (S,Σ, µ) (i.e one where µ(S)
is finite) such that |fn| < M for all n ∈ N. Then

lim
n→∞

ˆ
S
fn(x) dµ(x) =

ˆ
S
f(x) dµ(x)
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Theorem 3 (Riesz Representation). Let Ω be a subset of Rd and F : C(Ω)→ R be a bounded
linear functional. Then there exists a finite, signed regular Borel measure µ such that for any
f ∈ C(Ω) we have that

F (f) =

ˆ
Ω
f(x) dµ(x)

Theorem 4 (Hahn-Banach). Let V be a normed vector space and A,B ⊆ V be two non-empty,
closed, disjoint and convex subsets such that one of them is compact. Then there exists a
continous linear function f 6= 0, some α ∈ R and an ε > 0 such that f(x) ≤ α − ε for any
x ∈ A and f(y) ≥ α+ ε for any y ∈ B

From this theorem we can derive the following corollary, which we will need later.

Corollary 1. Let V be a normed vector space over R and U ⊆ V be a linear subspace such
that Ū 6= V . Then there exists a continuous linear map f : V → R with f(x) = 0 for any
x ∈ U , and f 6= 0

Proof. Let z ∈ V \Ū . Consider the two sets A = {z} and B = Ū . Now clearly A and B are
non-empty, closed, disjoint and convex subsets of V . Also A is compact. By the previous
theorem we can conclude that there exists an f : V → R and α > 0 such that

f(x) < α < f(z) for all x ∈ Ū

Since f is linear and Ū is a subspace, this means for all λ ∈ R, x ∈ Ū
f(λx) = λf(x) < α

which implies f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Ū and f(z) > α > 0.

We will now prove a modified version of Theorem 1 where the activation function σ no longer
is a continous sigmoidal function, but something called a discriminatory function.

Definition 3. a function σ is called discriminatory if for some finite, signed regular Borel
measure µ ˆ

[0,1]d
σ(yTx+ θ) dµ(x) = 0 ∀y ∈ Rd, ∀θ ∈ R =⇒ µ = 0

Theorem 5. let σ be a discriminatory function, then finite sums of the form

f(x) =
N∑
i=1

αi σ(yTi x+ θi) (2.3)

are dense in C([0, 1]d)

Proof. Let S ⊆ C([0, 1]d) be the set of functions of the form 2.3. Clearly S is a linear subspace
of C([0, 1]d)

Claim. The closure of S is all of C([0, 1]d)

Assume S̄ 6= C([0, 1]d). Then S̄ is a closed proper subspace of C([0, 1]d). Then by the corollary
from the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a bounded linear functional L : C([0, 1]d)→ R
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with the property that L 6= 0 but L(S̄) = L(S) = 0. By the Riesz Representation theorem,
this bounded linear functional is of the form

L(f) =

ˆ
Ω
f(x) dµ(x)

for some finite, signed regular Borel measure µ. However, since σ(yTx+ θ) is in S̄ for all y
and θ we must have ˆ

Ω
σ(yTx+ θ) dµ(x) = 0

for all y and θ. By assumption, σ is discriminatory which would imply µ = 0 and consequently
L = 0 which is a contradiction

Now in order to prove Theorem 1 all that is left to show is that continuous sigmoidal functions
are in fact discriminatory. This is exactly what is stated in the following Lemma from the
paper by Cybenco1.

Lemma 1. Continuous sigmoidal functions are discriminatory.

Proof. Let µ be a finite, signed regular Borel measure. Suppose we haveˆ
[0,1]d

σ(yTx+ θ) dµ(x) = 0 ∀y ∈ Rd, ∀θ ∈ R

Then we also havê

[0,1]d
σ(λ(yTx+ θ) + φ) dµ(x) = 0 ∀y ∈ Rd, ∀θ, λ, φ ∈ R

Note that we have

lim
λ→∞

σ(λ(yTx+ θ) + φ) =


1 if (yTx+ θ) > 0

0 if (yTx+ θ) < 0

σ(φ) if (yTx+ θ) = 0

Now since σ is a bounded continous function, we can apply the Lebesgue bounded convergence
theorem to the integral after taking the limit of λ→∞

0 = lim
λ→∞

ˆ
[0,1]d

σ(λ(yTx+ θ) + φ) dµ(x)

=

ˆ
[0,1]d

lim
λ→∞

σ(λ(yTx+ θ) + φ) dµ(x)

=

ˆ
(yT x+θ)>0

dµ(x) + 0 +

ˆ
(yT x+θ)=0

σ(φ) dµ(x)

= µ({x | yTx+ θ > 0}) + σ(φ)µ({x | yTx+ θ = 0}) ∀y ∈ Rd, ∀θ, φ ∈ R

Now taking the limit of φ→ −∞ gives σ(φ)→ 0 so
µ({x | yTx+ θ > 0}) = 0 ∀y ∈ Rd, ∀θ ∈ R (2.4)

taking the limit of φ→ +∞ gives σ(φ)→ 1 so
µ({x | yTx+ θ ≥ 0}) = 0 ∀y ∈ Rd, ∀θ ∈ R (2.5)
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Define the linear functional given by

F (h) =

ˆ
[0,1]d

h(yTx) dµ(x)

Note that F is a bounded (and thus continuous) functional on L∞(R) since µ is a finite signed
measure. Let h = 1[−θ,∞) be the indicator fuction of the interval [−θ,∞). Substitution in F
results in

F (h) =

ˆ
yT x≥−θ

dµ(x) = µ({x | yTx+ θ ≥ 0}) = 0 by (2.5)

Similarly by choosing h = 1(−θ,∞) and using equation (2.4) we get F (h) = 0. By linearity,
F (h) = 0 for the indicator function of any interval and thus any simple function. But since
simple functions are dense in L∞ this means F = 0. In particular, the bounded measureable
functions s(u) = sinm · u and c(u) = cosm · u give

F (s+ ic) =

ˆ
[0,1]d

exp imTx dµ(x) = 0 for all m

So the Fourier transform of µ is 0 which means µ itself must be zero. Hence σ must be
discriminatory.

2.1 Universal approximation theorem for ReLU

We will prove a similar theorem for single layered neural networks with a ReLU activation
function.

σ(x) = ReLU(x) = max(0, x)

Let Nw,1 denote the set of single layered ReLU networks mapping from Rd to R defined
by

Nw,1 = {A2 ◦ ReLU ◦A1 |A1 : [0, 1]d → Rw, A2 : Rw → R}

We want to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Any function f ∈ C([0, 1]d) can be uniformly approximated by single layered
ReLU networks. In other words, Nw,1 is dense in C([0, 1]d).

Remark. In the case n = 1 it is quite intuitive that the functions from S can approximate
any continuous function on [0, 1]. It can namely be shown that any piecewise linear function
can be constructed by taking linear combinations of these shifted and scaled ReLU functions.
Also it is quite clear that any function in S is piecewise linear which concludes that S must be
equal to the set of piecewise linear functions. Then as a last step it can be proven that the set
of piecewise linear functions are dense in C(In)

To prove the general case it would also be sufficient to show that the ReLU function is
discriminatory as we have seen before. So we want to show the followingˆ

In

σ(yTx+ θ) dµ(x) = 0 ∀y ∈ Rn, ∀θ ∈ R =⇒ µ = 0
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Proof. Suppose we have ˆ
In

σ(yTx+ θ) dµ(x) = 0 ∀y ∈ Rn, ∀θ ∈ R

Define the function f : R → R given by f(x) = σ(x) − σ(x − 1). The explicit form of this
function is then

f(x) =


0 for x < 0

x for x ∈ [0, 1]

1 for x > 1

Now for any y ∈ Rn and θ ∈ R we haveˆ
In

f(yTx+ θ) dµ(x) =

ˆ
In

σ(yTx+ θ) dµ(x)−
ˆ
In

σ(yTx+ θ − 1) dµ(x) = 0− 0 = 0

Since f is a bounded measurable sigmoidal function, it must be discriminatory (Cybenko) so
we get µ = 0.

9



3 Approximation with deep ReLU networks

In this chapter we will only consider ReLU networks with fixed sized hidden layers. This means
for the width of the hidden layers we get

wi = w for i = 1, . . . , n

We will denote the set of these networks from M ⊆ Rdin to Rdout with width w and depth n
by:

Nw,n(M,Rdout) = {An+1 ◦ ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1 |Ai affine

with A1 : M → Rw, A1<i≤n : Rw → Rw, An+1 : Rw → Rdout}

The set of all these networks with fixed width w and unspecified depth will be denoted by:

Nw,∞(M,Rdout) =
∞⋃
i=1

Nw,i(M,Rdout)

Similarly for networks with fixed depth n and unspecified width we will write:

N∞,n(M,Rdout) =
∞⋃
i=1

N i,n(M,Rdout)

In most of this chapter we will focus on ReLU networks with a single output, so for simplicity
we will write

Nw,n(M,R) = Nw,n(M)

The universal approximation theorem can now be stated as follows
N∞,1([0, 1]d) is dense in C([0, 1]d,R)

The following theorem will show that Nw,n is an increasing sequence both in w and n.
Theorem 7. The sets of fixed width neural networks Nw,n have the following properties

(i) Nw,n(M,Rdout) ⊆ Nw+1,n(M,Rdout)

(ii) Nw,n(M,Rdout) ⊆ Nw,n+1(M,Rdout)

Proof. (i) Let f ∈ Nw,n(M) be given by
f = An+1 ◦ ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

Define g ∈ Nw+1,n(M) by
g = Bn+1 ◦ ReLU ◦Bn ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦B1

with
B1 : Rdin → Rw+1 given by B1(x) = (A1(x), 0)

Bi : Rw+1 → Rw+1 given by Bi(x, y) = (Ai(x), 0) for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}
Bn+1 : Rw+1 → R given by Bn+1(x, y) = An+1(x)

Substitution of the affine functions gives f = g ∈ Nw+1,n(M)

(ii) Let f ∈ Nw,n(M) be given by
f = An+1 ◦ ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

10



Note that since f is a fixed with neural network, we have A1<i<n+1 : Rw → Rw. Consider
the function

g = An+1 ◦ ReLU ◦ I ◦ ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

where I is the identity function. Clearly we have g ∈ Nw,n+1(M) since I : Rw → Rw is
an affine function. Also we have ReLU ◦ I ◦ ReLU = ReLU so f = g ∈ Nw,n+1(M).

We will now extend the universal approximation theorem for single layered ReLU networks
(previous chapter) to these deep networks with fixed sized hidden layers based on the paper
Approximating Continuous Functions by ReLU Nets of Minimal Width 2 by Boris Hanin (2017).
We will start by proving that Networks in N d+2,∞([0, 1]d) are universal approximators. This
will be done by constructing for each single layered network a deep neural network that
computes the same function. The following theorem shows that single layered networks with
one output (dout = 1) can be computed by deep networks of width din + 2.

Theorem 8. For each single layered ReLU network f ∈ N n,1([0, 1]d) with hidden layer size
n there exists a deep neural network g ∈ N d+2,n([0, 1]d) with width d + 2 and depth n that
computes the same function. In other words N n,1([0, 1]d) ⊆ N d+2,n([0, 1]d).

The idea of the construction of such a network is to use d nodes in each layer to store the
values of the input layer. The other node will compute the values of the original network’s
hidden layer and the last node will store the sum of these values.

Proof. Let f ∈ N n,1([0, 1]d) be a single layered ReLU network with hidden layer size n given
by

f(x) = (ReLU ◦A2 ◦ ReLU ◦A1)(x)

Where A1 : [0, 1]d → Rn and A2 : Rn → R. This can be written in the following form

f(x) = ReLU
( n∑
i=1

wiReLU(ai · x+ bi) + b
)

Since ReLU is a continous function and [0, 1]d is compact there exists a T > 0 such that

T +

l∑
i=1

wiReLU(ai · x+ bi) > 0 for all l ∈ {1, . . . , n} (3.1)

Now define the following affine functions
B1 : Rd → Rd+2 given by B1(x) = (x, a1 · x+ b1, T )

Bi : Rd+2 → Rd+2 given by Bi(x, y, z) = (x, ai · x+ bi, wi−1y + z) for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}
Bn+1 : Rd+2 → R given by Bn+1(x, y, z) = wi−1y + z + b− T

With these affine function we can now construct a deep neural network g : [0, 1]d → R with n
hidden layers of width d+ 2 as follows

g = ReLU ◦Bn+1 ◦ ReLU ◦Bn ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦B2 ◦ ReLU ◦B1

Claim. f=g
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proof of claim. Since all components of x ∈ [0, 1]d are positive and T > 0 we get the following
(ReLU ◦B1)(x) = (x,ReLU(a1 · x+ b1), T )

(ReLU ◦Bi)(x, y, z) = (x,ReLU(ai · x+ bi),ReLU(wi−1y + z))

Composing these functions and applying equation 3.1 gives

(ReLU ◦Bn ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦B1)(x) = (x,ReLU(an · x+ bn),
n−1∑
i=1

wiReLU(ai · x+ bi) + T )

If we now follow this by ReLU ◦Bn+1 we get

g(x) = ReLU
(
ReLU(an · x+ bn) +

n−1∑
i=1

wiReLU(ai · x+ bi) + T + b− T
)

= ReLU
( n∑
i=1

wiReLU(ai · x+ bi) + b
)

= f(x)

Since g is a deep neural network with width d+ 2 and depth n this proves the theorem

Using the result N n,1([0, 1]d) ⊆ N d+2,n([0, 1]d) we can now extended the universal approxima-
tion theorem to fixed with neural networks of width d+ 2.

Theorem 9. N d+2,∞([0, 1]d) is dense in C([0, 1]d)

Proof. We have

N d+2,∞([0, 1]d) =
∞⋃
i=1

N d+2,i([0, 1]d)

⊇
∞⋃
i=1

N i,1([0, 1]d) By Theorem 8

= N∞,1([0, 1]d)

And N∞,1([0, 1]d) is dense in C([0, 1]d) by the universal approximation theorem. Hence
N d+2,∞([0, 1]d) must also be dense in C([0, 1]d).

The question now remains whether the approximation theorem still holds for deep networks of
width d+ 1 or smaller. In order to answer this question we will investigate the general form of
ReLU networks.

Lemma 2. Let f : Rd → R be a function calculated by an arbitrary neural network with ReLU
activation on each layer (including the output layer). Then there exist affine functions g1, . . . gN
and h1, . . . , hM such that f is of the form

f(x) = g(x)− h(x) with g(x) = max
α≤N

gα(x) and h(x) = max
β≤M

hβ(x) (3.2)

We will prove the lemma using induction on the number of hidden layers in the neural network.

12



proof of lemma 2. Base case
f : Rd → R has 0 hidden layers. This means the input and output layer are directly connected.
We get

f = ReLU ◦A1

where A1 is an affine function from Rd to R. This means f(x) = max(0, A1(x)) which is of the
form 3.2

Inductive step
Suppose we have a network with n hidden layers such that all the activations in the last layer
are of the form 3.2.
This means f : Rd → R is given by

f = ReLU ◦An+1 ◦ ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

where for each of the k outputs in the nth layer there exist affine functions gi1, . . . , giN i and
hi1, . . . , h

i
M i such that

(ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1)(x)i = f i(x) = gi(x)− hi(x)

with
gi(x) = max

α≤N i
giα(x) and hi(x) = max

β≤M i
hiβ(x)

Since An+1 is an affine functions from Rk to R we can simplify f as follows

f(x) = ReLU
( k∑
i=1

aif
i(x) + b

)
(3.3)

= max(0,
k∑
i=1

aif
i(x) + b)

= max(0,

k∑
i=1

ai[max
α≤N i

giα(x)− max
β≤M i

hiβ(x)] + b)

In order to simplify this expression we will define the sets
A = {i ∈ {1, . . . , k}|ai ≥ 0}
B = {i ∈ {1, . . . , k}|ai < 0}

We can now split the sum in 3.3 as follows
k∑
i=1

ai[max
α≤N i

giα(x)− max
β≤M i

hiβ(x)] =
∑
i∈A

max
α≤N i

{aigiα(x)} −
∑
i∈B

max
α≤N i

{−aigiα(x)}

−
∑
i∈A

max
β≤M i

{aihiβ(x)}+
∑
i∈B

max
β≤M i

{−aihiβ(x)}

Here we have used the fact that λmax{A} = max{λA} for λ > 0. Now we can also use the
identity max{A}+ max{B} = max{A+B} resulting in

max
α≤N i

{∑
i∈A

aig
i
α(x)

}
− max
α≤N i

{
−
∑
i∈B

aig
i
α(x)

}
− max
β≤M i

{∑
i∈A

aih
i
β(x)

}
+ max
β≤M i

{
−
∑
i∈B

aih
i
β(x)

}

13



= max
α≤N i β≤M i

{∑
i∈A

aig
i
α(x)−

∑
i∈B

aih
i
β(x)

}
− max
β≤M i α≤N i

{∑
i∈A

aih
i
β(x)−

∑
i∈B

aig
i
α(x)

}
Since sums of affine functions are still affine, this can be written as

maxF1 −maxF2

where F1 and F2 are finite families of affine functions. Substituting this expression into 3.3
gives

f(x) = max(0,maxF1 −maxF2 + b)

= max(0,max(F1 + b)−maxF2)

= max(F2, F1 + b)−max(F2)

This function is of the form 3.2, which concludes the proof.

One might wonder if this correspondence actually goes both ways. We have proved that arbi-
trarily shaped ReLU networks are of the form (3.2), but the question remains if all functions
of the form (3.2) can be represented by ReLU networks of the desired width of d + 1. In
the following lemma we will show that layers of width d+ 1 can be configured to calculate a
maximum or minimum of affine functions.

Lemma 3. Let L : Rd → R be an affine function. Then there exist two affine functions
AL : Rd+1 → Rd+1 and BL : Rd+1 → Rd+1 such that

(AL ◦ ReLU ◦A−1
L )(x, y) = (x,max{L(x), y}) (3.4)

(BL ◦ ReLU ◦B−1
L )(x, y) = (x,min{L(x), y}) (3.5)

proof of lemma 4. Let L : Rd → R be an affine function.
Choose A : Rd+1 → Rd+1 such that

AL(x, y) = (x, y + L(x)) and A−1
L (x, y) = (x, y − L(x))

then
(AL ◦ ReLU ◦A−1

L )(x, y) = (AL ◦ ReLU)(x, y − L(x))

= AL(x,max{0, y − L(x)})
= (x,max{0, y − L(x)}+ L(x))

= (x,max{L(x), y})

Similarly we can choose B : Rd+1 → Rd+1 such that
BL(x, y) = (x,−y + L(x)) and B−1

L (x, y) = (x,−y + L(x))

then
(BL ◦ ReLU ◦B−1

L )(x, y) = (BL ◦ ReLU)(x,−y + L(x))

= BL(x,max{0,−y + L(x)})
= (x,−max{0,−y + L(x)}+ L(x))

= (x,min{0, y − L(x)}) + L(x)

= (x,min{L(x), y})

14



It is important to note here that these compositions correspond to a hidden layer in a ReLU
network of width d+ 1. One might also note that repeated composition of these layers can be
used to calculate g(x) = maxα≤N gα(x) and h(x) = maxβ≤M hβ(x).

Definition 4. A function g : Rdin → Rdout is a max-min string of lenght L ≥ 1 on din input
variables and dout output variables if there exist affine functions A1, . . . , AL : Rdin → Rdout
such that

g = σL−1(AL, σL−2(AL−1, . . . , σ2(A3, σ1(A1, A2)), . . .))

Using the result from Lemma 3, it becomes clear that any min-max string on d input variables
and 1 output variable can be computed by composing ReLU layers of width d+ 1 defined in
equations (3.4) and (3.5). This can even be extended to using ReLU nets with input dimension
din and output dimension dout and fixed width din + dout to compute min-max string on din
input variables and dout output variables. The layers in this case can be configured similar to
Lemma 3.

Theorem 10 (Universal approximation theorem for deep ReLU networks). N din+dout,∞([0, 1]din ,Rdout)
is dense in C([0, 1]d,Rdout)

Now if we can show these min-max string are universal approximators, we could conclude that
N din+dout,∞([0, 1]din ,Rdout) is indeed dense in C([0, 1]d,Rdout). Now as it turns out, min-max
strings can in fact approximate any continuous function.

Theorem 11. For every compact K ⊆ Rdin and each ε > 0 there exists a max-min string g
on din input variables and dout output variables for which

||f − g|| < ε

The prove of this theorem is quite technical outside of the scope of this thesis. It can be found
on pages 5-10 in the paper by Boris Hanin2.
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We will now show that d+1 is the minimal width for which ReLU neural networks are universal
function approximators

Theorem 12. ReLU networks with hidden layer size d are not universal function approximators
on [0, 1]d. In other words, there exists a g ∈ C([0, 1]d) and η > 0 such that for any f ∈
N d,∞([0, 1]d) we have

||f − g|| > η

where ||.|| is the supremum norm.

Lemma 4. Let N d,n
inv ([0, 1]d) denote the set of ReLU networks of the form

ReLU ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1 with Ai≤n : Rd → Rd invertible (3.6)

Then N d,n
inv ([0, 1]d) is dense in N d,n([0, 1]d)

Proof. Let ε > 0 be given. Let f ∈ N d,n([0, 1]d) be given by
f = ReLU ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

with Ai≤n not necessarily invertible. We will now construct a function g ∈ N d,n
inv ([0, 1]d,R) such

that
||f − g|| < ε

Note that the affine functions in f are of the following form
Ai(x) = Mix+ bi

with Mi≤n a d×d matrix and Mn+1 a 1×d matrix. Let Spec(Mi) denote the set of eigenvalues
λ1, . . . , λd ∈ C of Mi. Now let m ∈ R be given by

m = min
i=1,...,n

min{|λ| |λ 6= 0 ∈ Spec(Mi)}

Define
gδ = ReLU ◦Bn+1 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦B1

with
Bi≤n = Ai + δI given by Bi≤n(x) = [Mi + δI]x+ bi

Bn+1 = An+1

Claim: gδ ∈ N d,n
inv ([0, 1]d) for 0 < δ < m

Note that for all i = 1, . . . , n we get
det[Mi − λI] = 0 =⇒ det[Mi + δI − (λ+ δ)I] = 0

So the eigenvalues of [Mi + δI] are given by δ + λ with λ ∈ Spec(Mi). In other words
Spec(Mi + δI) = Spec(Mi) + δ

Since δ is nonzero and δ < |λ| for all nonzero λ ∈ Spec(Mi), this implies that all Wi have
nonzero eigenvalues and are thus invertible. So indeed we have g ∈ N d,n

inv ([0, 1]d).

Now all that is left to show is that there exists a 0 < δ < m such that
||f − gδ|| < ε
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with
gδ = ReLU ◦Bn+1 ◦ ReLU ◦ [An + δI] ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦ [A1 + δI]

Since g0 = f , this is equivalent to showing that limδ→0 gδ = f . Where the limit is defined in
terms of uniform convergence
We have

lim
δ→0
||Ai + δI −Ai|| = lim

δ→0
δ||I|| = 0

Which means
lim
δ→0

[Ai + δI] = Ai

Now by continuity of the affine functions and ReLUs
lim
δ→0

gδ = ReLU ◦Bn+1 ◦ ReLU ◦ lim
δ→0

[An + δI] ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦ lim
δ→0

[A1 + δI]

= ReLU ◦An+1 ◦ ReLUAn ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1 = f

For the proof of the theorem it is now sufficient to only consider these ReLU networks
f ∈ N d,n

inv ([0, 1]d) with invertible affine functions. The invertibility of the affine function will be
crucial in the proof of the following lemma

Lemma 5. Let f ∈ N d,n
inv ([0, 1]d) be a ReLU network of the form 3.6. Let fj : Rd → R be the

composition of the first j layers of f .
fj = ReLU ◦Aj ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

Now define Sj to be the set of points on which all ReLU evaluations throughout the evaluation
of fj are (strictly) positive.

Then the following holds:

(i) fj is affine on Sj

(ii) Sj is open and convex

(iii) every level set of fj that is bounded is contained in Sj

Proof. (i) Since all ReLU evaluations throughout the evaluation of fj are positive on Sj we
get

fj(x) = (Aj ◦ · · · ◦A1)(x) ∀x ∈ Sj

This means fj is affine on Sj , since all Ai are affine

(ii) For every j the set Sj is an intersection of sets of the form {x | l(x) > 0}, where l : Rd → R
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affine. Namely we get

Sj =

j⋂
i=1

{x | ((Ai ◦ · · · ◦A1)(x))k > 0 ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , d}}

=

j⋂
i=1

d⋂
k=1

{x | ((Ai ◦ · · · ◦A1)(x))k > 0}

=

j⋂
i=1

d⋂
k=1

{x | lik(x) > 0}

Note that lik(x) := ((Ai◦· · ·◦A1)(x))k is affine. This means that Sj is a finite intersection
of open convex sets. So Sj itself must also be open and convex.

(iii) It will be sufficient to prove that any level set of fj that intersects the complement of Sj
is unbounded. We will prove this by induction over j

Base case j = 1
Let K be a level set of f1 that intersects the complement of S1. Let x ∈ K\S1, then
there is at least one kth component of f1(x) that must be zero. i.e

(f1(x))k = ((ReLU ◦A1)(x))k = 0 for some k

Consider now x′ = A−1
1 (A1(x) − λek) for some λ > 0. Here ek denotes the kth basis

vector. Now substitution of x′ in f1 gives
f1(x′) = ReLU(A1(x)− λek) = f1(x)

This means the ray {A−1(A1(x)− λek) |λ > 0} is contained in K so K is unbounded.

Inductive step 1 < j < n
Let K be a level set of fj that intersects the complement of Sj .

Suppose K ⊆ Sj−1, then for all x ∈ K
fj(x) = (ReLU ◦Aj ◦ · · · ◦A1)(x)

= (ReLU ◦A)(x)

Now let x ∈ K\Sj . Then similar to the base case, the ray {A−1(A(x)− λek) |λ > 0} is
contained in K for some k ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Hence, K is unbounded.

Alternatively suppose there is an x ∈ K such that x /∈ Sj−1 then by the induction
hypothesis f−1

j−1(fj−1(x)) (the level set of fj−1 containing x) should be unbounded. And
since

f−1
j−1(fj−1(x)) ⊆ (ReLU ◦Aj ◦ fj−1)−1(ReLU ◦Aj ◦ fj−1(x)) = f−1

j (fj(x)) = K,

this implies K is unbounded.

Now the only case left to prove is j = n. The previous argument fails here since
An : Rd → R is not invertible.

Final case j = n
Let K be a level set of fn that intersects the complement of Sn.
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Suppose K ⊆ Sn−1, then for all x ∈ K
fn(x) = (ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦A1)(x)

= (ReLU ◦A)(x)

Now let x ∈ K. Then since A is of the form a · x+ b, the unbounded set {x+ y |y · a =
0, y ∈ Rd} must be contained in K so K is unbounded.

Alternatively suppose there is an x ∈ K such that x /∈ Sn−1 then again similar to the
previous argument, the induction hypotheses can be used to conclude K is unbounded.

Now we can prove Theorem 12! Using lemma 5 we will construct a function that is not η
approximable by a ReLU net f ∈ N d,n

inv ([0, 1]d) on the domain [0, 1]d.

Proof. Consider the function g : [0, 1]d → R+ given by

g(x1, . . . , xd) =
d∑
i=1

(
xi −

1

2

)2

Let η = 1
16 . Now suppose there exists a ReLU network f ∈ N d,n

inv ([0, 1]d) of the form 3.6 such
that

||f − g|| < η

Define the following sets
A = {x ∈ Rd | f(x) ≤ 1/4}
B = {x ∈ Rd | f(x) ≤ 1/4− 2η}

Note that A and B are both d-dimensional balls with the center at (1
2 , . . . ,

1
2) and radii

0 < rB < rA. This means B ⊆ A ⊆ [0, 1]d. Now consider the following set whose boundary is
contained in a level set of the ReLU network fN (by continuity)

C = {x ∈ Rd | fN (x) ≤ 1/4− η}
∂C ⊆ C ′ = {x ∈ Rd | fN (x) = 1/4− η} = f−1

N (1/4− η)

Since fN η-approximates f we have for all x ∈ [0, 1]d

f(x)− η < fN (x) < f(x) + η

so for all x ∈ C we have
f(x)− η < 1/4− η

f(x) < 1/4 =⇒ C ⊆ A

and for all x ∈ C ′
f(x)− η < 1/4− η < f(x) + η

f(x) < 1/4 and f(x) > 1/4− 2η =⇒ C ′ ⊆ A\B

and for all x ∈ B
fN (x) < 1/4− 2η + η

fN (x) < 1/4− η =⇒ B ⊆ C
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Now since C ′ ⊆ C and A is bounded, C ′ is a bounded level set of fN . By lemma 5 this implies
that C ′ ⊆ Sn (the set on which all ReLU activations of fN are positive). Since Sn is convex
we have C ⊆ Sn*. With lemma 5 we can now also conclude that fN is affine on C. But since
C is compact and fN is constant on ∂C, this would imply that fN (x) is constant on the entire
set C. That would mean C = C ′ which results in the following contradiction

B ⊆ C = C ′ ⊆ A\B

Figure 3.1: In the case d = 2, the construction looks as follows. A and B are two concentric
disks around the point (1

2 ,
1
2). C ′ is a level set of fN that must be contained within A\B since

fN η-approximates f . This guarantees that C ′ is bounded which makes it possible to apply
lemma 5.
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Figure 3.2: Now since C ′ contains the boundary of C and C contains B, it can be concluded
that C ′ surrounds B. Since C ′ is contained in the convex set Sn on which fN is affine, fN
must also be affine on C. This implies that fN is constant on C since C ′ is a level set

resulting in the contradiction C = C ′
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3.1 Extention for SoftMax output activation

By the universal approximation theorem for ReLU networks we know thatN din+dout,∞([0, 1]din ,Rdout)
is dense in C([0, 1]din ,Rdout). We can actually extend this result to ReLU networks where the
output layer has the SoftMax activation function (1.2). These are networks of the form

f = SoftMax ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

We will now prove that if the hidden layers of such network have width din + dout, then any
continuous function from [0, 1]din to the range SoftMax(Rdout) can be approximated by such
compositions. Or in other words

Theorem 13. SoftMax ◦ N din+dout,∞([0, 1]din ,Rdout) is dense in C([0, 1]din ,SoftMax(Rdout))

We will first prove the following lemmas

Lemma 6. Let S be a dense subset of C(A,B) with A ⊆ Rn, B ⊆ Rm, let g : B → D with
D ⊆ Rp be a continuous function. Then g ◦ S is dense in g ◦ C(A,B)

Proof. Let g ◦ f be a function in g ◦ C(A,B). Since S is dense in C(A,B) there exists a
sequence fn ∈ S such that fn → f . Then by continuity, the sequence g ◦ fn ∈ g ◦ S converges
to g ◦ f

Lemma 7. Let g : B → B be a continuous function with B ⊆ Rm. Suppose there exists a
continuous g−1 : g(B)→ B such that g(g−1(x)) = x for all x ∈ g(B). Then

g ◦ C(A,B) = C(A, g(B))

where A is some subset A ⊆ Rn

Proof. Clearly we have
g ◦ C(A,B) ⊆ C(A, g(B))

since compositions of continuous functions are continuous.
Now let f ∈ C(A, g(B)). Consider the function g−1 ◦ f ∈ C(A,B). Composition with g gives

g ◦ g−1 ◦ f ∈ g ◦ C(A,B)

Since f(A) ⊆ g(B) have
g ◦ g−1 ◦ f = f ∈ g ◦ C(A,B) =⇒ C(A, g(B)) ⊆ g ◦ C(A,B)

With these lemmas, we can now proof the theorem.

proof of theorem 13. Using lemma 6 we get
SoftMax ◦ N din+dout,∞([0, 1]din ,Rdout) is dense in SoftMax ◦ C([0, 1]din ,Rdout)

Since N din+dout,∞([0, 1]din ,Rdout) is a dense subset of C([0, 1]din ,Rdout). It will now be sufficient
to prove

SoftMax ◦ C([0, 1]din ,Rdout) = C([0, 1]din , SoftMax(Rdout))
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Note that

SoftMax(Rm) = {x ∈ Rm |
m∑
i=1

xi = 1 and xi > 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m}

We will show that SoftMax has a continuous inverse when restricted to its range SoftMax(Rm) ⊆
Rm. Namely the function SoftMax−1 given by

SoftMax−1(y)i =
1

m

m∑
j=1

(
ln yi − ln yj

)
+

1

m
(3.7)

Let x ∈ SoftMax(Rm), let y = SoftMax(x). This means y is given by
yi =

expxi∑m
j=1 expxj

Substition into (3.7) gives

SoftMax−1(y)i =
1

m

m∑
j=1

ln
( yi
yj

)
+

1

m

=
1

m

m∑
j=1

ln
( expxi

expxj

)
+

1

m

=
1

m

m∑
j=1

(xi − xj) +
1

m

By noting that
∑m

i=1 xi = 1 we get

SoftMax−1(y)i =
1

m
(mxi − 1) +

1

m
= xi

Using lemma 7, this completes the proof
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4 Deep vs shallow networks

This section will be a brief overview of the paper Optimal approximation of continuous functions
by very deep ReLU networks 3 by Yarotsky (2018). In this paper, the approximation rates of
neural networks with different architectures are compared. The paper focusses on relating the
approximation errors to the complexity of the function. These errors are described in terms
of number of weights W of the neural network and using the modulus of continuity of the
approximated function.

ωf (r) = max{|f(x)− f(y)| |x, y ∈ [0, 1]d |x− y| ≤ r}

The main result proven in the paper is the following

Theorem 14. Constant width fully connected ReLU networks f̂ : [0, 1]d → R with depth
n ∼W provide the fastest possible approximation rate

||f̂ − f || ≤ aωf (bW−2/d) for some a, b ∈ R

that cannot be achieved with less deep networks

This theorem only concerns ReLU networks with a specific architecture where width and depth
are related. What this means is the following. Let Sη be a set of ReLU networks with a specific
architecture such that the number of hidden layers n = η(W ) is a function of W . An example
of such a set would be Nw,∞([0, 1]d). In this set all networks have depth w so the number
of affine function Ai, and thus the number of weights W linearly scales with the number of
hidden layers. Another example would be single layered ReLU networks N∞,1([0, 1]d). In this
case the number of hidden layers is constant so n = η(W ) = 1.

The theorem now implies the following. Let Sη be an architecture with η(W ) ∼ W . Now
There exists some a, b ∈ R such that for every continuous function f : [0, 1]d → R and number
of weights W , There exists a neural network f̂ ∈ Sη with W weights such that

||f̂ − f || ≤ aωf (bW−2/d) (4.1)

This rate can only be achieved with the condition η(W ) ∼W . This means that for generally
shallower networks with η(W ) ∼ W p for some p < 1, this inequality (4.1) does not hold. In
other words, for all a, b ∈ R there exists a continuous function f : [0, 1]d → R such that

||f̂ − f || > aωf (bW−2/d) for all f̂ ∈ Sη with W weights

So in conclusion, this shows that there is a qualitative difference between deep and shallow
networks in terms of approximation rates given the number of weights. This result is especially
useful considering that the number of weights greatly influences the trainabilty of the network.
Deep neural networks can thus generally better approximate continuous function with less
weights. This is especially convenient when applying the gradient descent algorithm. For this
reason, the next section will only consider deep ReLU networks with multiple layers, and not
very wide single layered networks.
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5 Adaptive neural network

This final section of my thesis will be a case study of a neural network implementation for
image classification as well as a proposal of a new training algorithm based on the previous
results. Based on the universal approximation theorem and the results from the paper3, the
neural networks used in the section will be restricted to SN din+dout,∞ in the hope of achieving
the best approximatino rates.

5.1 Implementation

For the implementation I decided to use the programming language Python with the machine
learning library TensorFlow. For the image classification I chose to use the dataset CIFAR10
and Fashion-MNIST (Figure 5.1) which are included in the TensorFlow library. Both these
dataset consisted of labeled images classified into 10 categories. The CIFAR10 dataset consists
of 50,000 32x32 colored images of airplanes, automobiles, birds, cats, deer, dogs, frogs, horses,
ships and trucks. The Fashion-MNIST dataset consists of 60,000 28x28 greyscale images of 10
different types of clothing items. For both of these datasets, the objective was now to build
and train neural networks that can classify these images into their corresponding 10 categories.

Figure 5.1: On the left: samples from the dataset Fashion-MNIST, on the right: samples from
the dataset CIFAR10

The way this is usually done in classification problems, is by constructing a neural network
that uses all the pixel values as inputs, and generates for each category an output value. For
the Fashion-MNIST data set this would mean that the input layer should have dimension
din = 28× 28 and the output layer should have dout = 10. For all the hidden layers it is custom
to use the ReLU activation function, but for the output layer the softmax function (1.2) is
usually used. The reason for this is that the output can then be interpreted as a probability
distribution over the 10 classes. These percentages then represent the networks ’confidence’ in
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the classification in each category. The general form of such image classifier networks will thus
be the following

f = SoftMax ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1 (5.1)

The next step is now to train these networks. The objective will then be to minimize a loss
function that is based on how well the network classifies the images in the dataset. This will
be done using a modified version of the gradient descent algorithm described in section 1.1
called stochastic gradient descent. In stochastic gradient descent, the loss function is of the
following form

L(f) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Li(f)

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

E(f(xi), yi) where xi is an input image and yi the label

Here E is some function that evaluates how well the neural networks prediction f(xi) matches
the real label yi. For single label categorization problems it is customary to use the categorical
crossentropy function

E(x, y) =
M∑
k=1

xk log(yk) where M is the number of categories

In stochastic gradient descent, instead of taking into account the entire dataset {(xi, yi) |i =
1, . . . , N} to calculated the gradient

∂L

∂Aj
=

1

N

N∑
i=1

∂

∂Aj
Li(f)

the gradient is calculated by taking into account only a ’batch’ of the dataset {(xi, yi) |i ∈ I}.
This means that the weights in Aj are updated according to

Anew
j = Aj − γ

1

N

∑
i∈I

∂Li
∂Aj

(5.2)

The implementation of this algorithm can be found in the python code in the appendix.
Throughout the implementation, the same stochastic gradient descent algorithm is used.
The stepsize γ is dynamically determined by TensorFlows gradient descent optimizer. The
dataset is split up into batches of 32 images both for the CIFAR10 and Fashion-MNSIT dataset.

In the next section the stochastic gradient descent algorithm will be applied to fixed width
neural network with softmax output layer. Based on the universal approximation theorem for
ReLU networks, the width will be chosen to be equal to din + dout. So the neural networks
will have the following form

f = SoftMax ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

with Ai affine functions
A1 : [0, 1]din → Rdin+dout

A2≤i≤n : Rdin+dout → Rdin+dout

An+1 : Rdin+dout → Rdout
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Note that this is equivalent to
f ∈ SoftMax ◦ N din+dout,∞([0, 1]din ,Rdout)

For simplicity we will write
SoftMax ◦ N din+dout,n([0, 1]din ,Rdout) = SN din+dout,n

By Theorem 13 we know that this set of functions is dense in C([0, 1]din , SoftMax(Rdout)). If
we apply these neural networks to an image dataset that is normalized to lie inside [0, 1]din , we
can conclude that any continuous SoftMax classification of this dataset is possible using these
networks. Or stated more formally

Corollary 2. for each finite dataset (xi, yi)i∈I ∈ [0, 1]din × SoftMax(Rdout) and ε > 0 there
exists a neural network f ∈ SN din+dout,∞ such that ||f(xi)− yi|| < ε for all i ∈ I

The question now remains whether it is even feasible to find this function. Also since
SN din+dout,∞ contains neural networks of any depth, an important question is how many
layers are needed given a certain dataset. Then given this number of layers, can the stochastic
gradient descent algorithm find this function? We will not be able to give a full answer to
these questions in this thesis, but by experimenting with the python implementation we hope
to gain more insight.

In the next sections, the training results visualised in two plots: one for loss and one for
accuracy. The loss in this case is the function Li evaluated on the batch. The accuracy is the
percentage of correctly classified images in the batch based on the highest softmax output.
In the plots however, these results are averaged over all the previous batches. The reason
for this is that stochastic gradient descent is, as the name suggests, a stochastic process. If
we were to plot loss and accuracy for each batch individually, the values would drastically
oscillate. Averaging therefor gives a better insight into the qualitative behavior of the training
algorithm.

5.2 Fixed sized neural network

For the neural networks used in this section, we will restrict ourselves to networks with a fixed
number of layers f ∈ SN din+dout,n ⊆ SN din+dout,∞. We will investigate the performance of
the stochastic gradient descent algorithm on neural networks with different amounts of layers.
Note that the search space is always greater for networks with more layers since we have

SN din+dout,n ⊆ SN din+dout,n+1

Using the datasets CIFAR10 and Fashion-MNIST, we will apply the stochastic gradient descent
algorithm in SN din+dout,n for different values of n. In order to have a fair comparison between
the training results for the differently shaped neural networks, we want them to be initialized
as the same function. What this means is the following. When applying the gradient descent
algorithm on SN din+dout,n the first step is to choose an initial function

f0 = Softmax ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1 ∈ SN din+dout,n

The next step is then to update all the parameters in each Ai according to (5.2). The
performance of the algorithm is thus very dependent on the initial conditions. In order to
compare this procedure to same procedure in SN din+dout,m, we need the initial function to
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be the same. But since these functions will have m hidden layers, there should also be more
trainable parameters. We will do this by choosing
g0 = Softmax ◦An+1 ◦ · · · ◦ReLU ◦ I ◦ · · · ◦ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ReLU ◦A1 ∈ SN din+dout,m (5.3)

Where all affine functions between An+1 and An are chosen to be the identity function I. Now
since ReLU ◦ ReLU = ReLU we have g0 = f0. But since the gradient descent algorithm on
SN din+dout,m will now also update the affine functions I, the functions will differ during the
training.

In figure 5.2 and 5.3 the training results of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm are shown
for the datasets CIFAR10 and Fashion-MNIST.

(a) Fashion-MNIST (b) CIFAR10

Figure 5.2: Training of fixed sized neural networks on Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets.
In both cases, the neural networks are initialized as identical functions. The training metrics

are plotted based on number of gradient steps

For CIFAR10 we have din = 32× 32× 3 = 3072 since the images are 32× 32 pixels and have
3 color channels. The output dimension is dout = 10. The training algorithm is applied to
networks with 1 up to 4 hidden layers. All the networks are initialized as identical functions
by the procedure described before. So the initial function will be contained in the following
search spaces.

f0 ∈ SN 3082,1 ⊆ SN 3082,2 ⊆ SN 3082,3 ⊆ SN 3082,4

For each of the these spaces the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is applied.

For Fashion-MNIST the input dimension is din = 28× 28 = 784 since the images are greyscale
and 28 × 28 pixels. The output dimension is also dout = 10. Here the training algorithm is
applied to networks with 1 up to 5 hidden layers. Again the networks are initialized as identical
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functions. Now the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is applied to
g0 ∈ SN 794,1 ⊆ SN 794,2 ⊆ SN 794,3 ⊆ SN 794,4

on each of theses search spaces.

Figure 5.3: Training of fixed sized neural networks on Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets
in real time.

From the figures it can immediately be seen that the Fashion-MNIST dataset is a lot easier
to train on. For this dataset all network reach an accuracy of above 80%. For the CIFAR10
dataset however it seems to be more difficult to get high accuracy. This is understandable
considering the images are larger and thus the neural networks have larger dimension and more
parameters to train. Surprisingly enough though, the stochastic gradient descent algorithm
seems to perform worse on the neural networks with multiple layers. This is counterintuitive
since the search space of these networks is bigger compared to the smaller networks. Especially
in the training results of the CIFAR10 dataset it becomes clear that the layers with fewer
trainable parameters perform better. In particular the 3 and 4 layered networks seem to be
stuck at constant loss. This could indicate that the network has reached a local minimum of
the loss function. This result is especially inconvenient considering the training times of the
neural networks with more layers are significantly longer (Figure 5.3).

A possible cause for this decreased performance in the deeper network might lie in the way
they are initiated. In order for the comparison in figure 5.2 to be made, the deep networks
were initialized such that they could also be described by a single layered network. This means
many layers where initialized with an identity as affine function between the layers (5.3). Such
specific initialisation might not be the best representation of how deep networks perform.
Especially considering that the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is solely dependent on
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the initial condition.

We will now investigate whether networks with more trainable parameters still perform worse
when initiated without the identity layers previously mentioned. This will be done by randomly
initializing a multilayered network, and restricting the number of trainable layers. In figure
5.4 and 5.5 a randomly initialized neural network f ∈ SN 3082,5 is trained using the stochastic
gradient descent algorithm restricted to the parameters in the first n layers. So if f is given
by

Softmax ◦A6 ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦An ◦ · · · ◦ ReLU ◦A1

The algorithm is first applied by only updating A1, then by only updating A1 and A2, and so
on.

Figure 5.4: Training neural networks with 5 hidden layers with n trainable layers on the
CIFAR10 dataset. Note that with 4 hidden layers and an outputlayer there are actually 6

possible trainable layers
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Figure 5.5: Training neural networks with 5 hidden layers with n trainable layers on the
CIFAR10 dataset in real time

It can immediately be observed that this initiallization performs significantly better compared
to the previous run. However, this is partly caused by the initial function already having a
lower loss value. Regardless of this increased performance, the same pattern from before can
still be recognized. The neural networks with more trainable parameters generally still show
decreased performance. There does however seem to be a long term benefit to having multiple
trainable parameters. In particular the networks with 2, 3 and 4 trainable layers all eventually
surpass the single layer trainable network. In the next section, an adaptive training algorithm
will be proposed in which these effects related to number of layers and trainable parameters
play a crucial role.
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5.3 Adaptive training

From the previous section the following observations can be made

• The neural networks with the fewest trainable parameters will generally perform fastest
especially during the initial training steps

• The neural networks with most trainable parameters will generally perform worse and
sometimes get stuck at a constant loss

• Neural networks with many layers take more time to train per gradient descent step.

Based on these observations one might suggest simply not bothering with using multiple layers.
However, this would drastically restrict the search space only to functions in SN din+dout,1.
This is especially problematic considering that the function that is attempted to approxi-
mated might not be in this search space. Even though figure 5.2 suggest that single layered
networks train the quickest, in figure 5.4 we actually see that there are initialisations where
multilayered networks reach far higher accuracy. However, if we choose to use very deep neural
networks with many trainable parameters, the training can be very slow and the loss and
accuracy might barely change. For our training algorithm we therefor want to combine the
trainability of the single layered networks with the expressivity of the multilayered networks.
We will do this by starting with a single layered network and iteratively adding layers to it
during the gradient descent algorithm. We will explore two variants where in one of them the
layers are added to the front of the network, and in the other the layers will be added to the back.

5.3.1 Adaptive front

The adaptive front algorithm is as follows. Initialize a single layered neural network
f0 = SoftMax ◦A0

2 ◦ ReLU ◦A0
1 ∈ SN din+dout,1

Then apply the stochastic gradient descent algorithm to f by updating A1 and A2. After n
training steps add a layer to the network as follows

fn = SoftMax ◦An2 ◦ ReLU ◦A0
3 ◦ ReLU ◦An1 ∈ SN din+dout,2

Where A0
3 = I is iniatialized as the identity function. Note that this only changes the number

of parameter, and does not change the function. In order to keep the number of trainable
parameters restricted, we will now apply the stochastic gradient descent algorithm restricted
only to An1 and A0

3. Then after n of these training steps we get
fn = SoftMax ◦An2 ◦ ReLU ◦An3 ◦ ReLU ◦A2n

1 ∈ SN din+dout,2

We will again add a layer with A0
4 = I resulting in

f2n = SoftMax ◦An2 ◦ ReLU ◦An3 ◦ ReLU ◦A0
4 ◦ ReLU ◦A2n

1 ∈ SN din+dout,3

Now the parameters in An2 and An3 will stay fixed, and the stochastic gradient descent algorithm
will be applied restricted to A0

4 and A2n
1 . This procedure will be repeated every n steps. Note

that during in this algorithm, the layers are always added in the front (after A1). Also, during
training only these two front layers will be update by the SGD algorithm, hence the name
’adaptive front’. With this algorithm we hope to minimise the loss function by successively
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exploring different subspaces of SN din+dout,∞, while keeping the number of trainable parameters
restricted.

5.3.2 Adaptive back

The adaptive back algorithm is similar, only here the layers are added in the back, and the
last two layers are kept trainable. The procedure can be described by

f0 = SoftMax ◦A0
2 ◦ ReLU ◦A0

1

↓ update A1 and A2 by SGD for n steps
fn = SoftMax ◦An2 ◦ ReLU ◦An1
↓ add layer A0

3 = I

fn = SoftMax ◦An2 ◦ ReLU ◦A0
3 ◦ ReLU ◦An1

↓ update A2 and A3 by SGD for n steps

f2n = SoftMax ◦A2n
2 ◦ ReLU ◦An3 ◦ ReLU ◦An1

↓ add layer A0
4 = I

f2n = SoftMax ◦A2n
2 ◦ ReLU ◦A0

4 ◦ ReLU ◦An3 ◦ ReLU ◦An1
↓ update A2 and A4 by SGD for n steps
...

5.3.3 Results

In figure 5.6 we can see the training results of the adaptive front and adaptive back algorithm
compared to fixed sized neural networks on the CIFAR10 and Fashion-MNIST datasets. Again
all the networks are initiated as identical functions using the previously discussed method
(equation 5.3). In the adaptive training, the layers are added every 1000 steps. The training
process is done in 4689 steps, so the networks will have 5 hidden layers in the end.
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Figure 5.6: Adaptive front and adaptive back compared to fixed sized neural networks on the
Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR10 dataset

Figure 5.7: Adaptive front and adaptive back compared to fixed sized neural networks on the
Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR10 dataset in real time

Similar to before, we can see that the Fashion-MNIST dataset is significantly easier to train.
In this dataset both the fixed sized and the adaptive neural networks all reach similar loss
and accuracy values. On the CIFAR10 dataset however, the differences in performance of the
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different networks are a lot more interesting. As expected, it can be seen that for the first
1000 steps the adaptive networks have identical performance to the single layered network.
But after these 1000 steps, when the first layer is added to the adaptive networks the training
metrics begin to diverge. Both adaptive networks here clearly outperform the fixed sized neural
networks. At 4000 training steps both these networks have 4 trained hidden layers with a
performance that is better than all the fixed sized networks with 1,2,3 and 4 layers. The order
in which the parameters are trained, thus greatly influences the behaviour of the loss and
accuracy. Especially the adaptive front neural network seems to have increased performance
due to this modification of layers. In figure 5.8 the training metrics of adaptive front and
adaptive back are compared for 3 different initializations. The adaptive front algorithm seems
to perform best in all 3 cases.

Figure 5.8: Comparsion of the adaptive front and adaptive back algorithm applied to neural
networks on the CIFAR10 dataset repeated for 3 different initializations. In all of these cases

adaptive front has a better performance.

The reason for the decreased performance of the adaptive back algorithm might be related
to the way the layers are composed. In adaptive back we always have that the last 2 layers
are trained, while the first layers stay fixed. So the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is
applied to

f = SoftMax ◦B ◦ ReLU ◦A ◦ F

where A and B are updated by the algorithm and F is the fixed composition of the first n
layers. In a way, the search space of the SGD algorithm is limited by F . Suppose that for some
x, y in the input space we have F (x) = F (y). However with by definition of f this implies
f(x) = f(y). For image classification this would mean that if x and y are two different images,
then they will always be classified the same regardless of how many layers are added later on
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during the adaptive training.

In the adaptive front algorithm this is not the case since here the trainable layers are always in
the front. So the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is applied to

g = G ◦B ◦ ReLU ◦A

where A and B are updated by the algorithm and G is the fixed composition of the last n
layers. Note that ReLU ◦B represents the last layer added by the algorithm.

G ◦A → G ◦B ◦ ReLU ◦A

If we now have (G ◦A)(x) = (G ◦A)(y) for some x, y in the input space, we no longer neces-
sarily have g(x) = g(y). Now assuming G is not constant, A and B can be changed such that
g(x) 6= g(y). For image classification this now means that if two different images are initially
classified the same, then the adaptive front algorithm makes it possible to still distinguish them.

In order to better investigate the effect of adding layers during training, we will compare the
training results with and without the added layer using the adaptive front algorithm. We will
do this by adding a layer according to the algorithm every 1000 steps up until the network has
n layers. The network will then continue to be trained on the last added layers. In figure 5.9,
this procedure is done for n = 1, . . . , 5 using identically initialized neural networks.

Figure 5.9: Adaptive front algorithm applied to the CIFAR10 dataset, where the layers are
added up to the n-th layer
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From the figure it becomes clear that the third, fourth and fifth added layer do actually
not contribute to the increased performance we have seen before. In fact they even seem to
decrease the performance ever so slightly. This seems to suggest that adding a layer every
fixed number of steps is not the most optimal method. The adaptive front algorithm could
thus be improved by using a more sophisticated method to determine when an added layer is
beneficial. Such methods will not be explored in this thesis and will therefor be referred to as
further work.
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6 Conclusions and further work

In this thesis I have explored the function approximation of ReLU networks, based on which I
proposed an adaptive training algorithm. The main results related to function approximations
were the universal approximation theorem for single layered- and deep ReLU networks (Chapter
2 and 3), as well as the higher approximation rate of deep ReLU networks (Chapter 4). In the
hope to achieve these higher approximation rates, I applied the stochastic gradient descent
algorithm to differently sized constant width ReLU networks on two different image datasets
(Chapter 5). These networks seemed to perform best when the number of trainable parameters
was restricted. This resulted in the proposal of two adaptive training methods which both
showed increased performance compared to identically initialized fixed sized neural networks.
After repeated experiments and some simple analysis of these algorithms it could be concluded
that the adaptive front algorithm generally performs better. However the increased performance
of this algorithm is mostly limited to the addition of the first layer. Layers that were added
later on in the training do not show the same performance boost as before. Also the loss
and accuracy that were achieved with the adaptive algorithms in this thesis did not surpass
the performance of certain initialization of fully trainable multilayered networks such as the
one in figure 5.5. An important observation in this thesis is therefor that the performance of
the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is very dependent on the initialisation of the neural
network. This is definitely something to could be expanded on in further work. Also the
adaptive algorithm could be improved by using a more sophisticated method of determining
when to add a new layer. The current version where layers are added every n training steps is
still unmotivated and was mostly chosen for demonstration purposes. Other subjects that could
be expanded upon are the convergence properties of these different training algorithm. The
stochastic gradient descent algorithm was mostly regarded as black box within this thesis. All in
all, some surprising observations where made in this thesis and the proposed adaptive algorithm
shows potential for speeding up the training of neural networks in machine learning applications.
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A Python code

A.1 main.py

Main code used for testing different training algorithms and neural network models

1 import random
2 from custom_training import *
3
4 tf.enable_eager_execution ()
5 print(" TensorFlow version: {}". format(tf.__version__ ))
6 print(" Eager execution: {}". format(tf.executing_eagerly ()))
7
8 # CIFAR10:
9 # Dataset of 50 ,000 32x32 color training images ,
10 # labeled over 10 categories , and 10,000 test images.
11
12 (train_images , train_labels), (test_images , test_labels) \
13 = tf.keras.datasets.cifar10.load_data ()
14 class_names = [’airplane ’, ’automobile ’, ’bird ’, ’cat ’, ’deer ’,
15 ’dog ’, ’frog ’, ’horse ’, ’ship ’, ’truck ’]
16
17 # Fashion -MNIST:
18 # Dataset of 60 ,000 28x28 grayscale images of 10 fashion categories ,
19 # along with a test set of 10,000 images
20 # (train_images , train_labels), (test_images , test_labels) \
21 # = tf.keras.datasets.fashion_mnist.load_data ()
22 # class_names = [’T-shirt/top ’, ’Trouser ’, ’Pullover ’, ’Dress ’, ’Coat ’,
23 # ’Sandal ’, ’Shirt ’, ’Sneaker ’, ’Bag ’, ’Ankle boot ’]
24
25
26 # visualising training images
27 def show_random_training_images ():
28 plt.figure(figsize =(10, 10))
29 for i in range (25):
30 plt.subplot(5, 5, i + 1)
31 plt.xticks ([])
32 plt.yticks ([])
33 plt.grid(False)
34 index = random.randint(0, 50000)
35 plt.imshow(train_images[index], cmap=plt.cm.binary)
36 plt.xlabel(class_names[train_labels[index ][0]])
37 plt.show()
38
39
40 # change type to float32
41 train_images = train_images.astype(np.float32)
42 test_images = test_images.astype(np.float32)
43
44 # normalize
45 train_images = train_images / 255.0
46 test_images = test_images / 255.0
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47
48 # create a tf.data.Dataset
49 train_dataset = tf.data.Dataset.from_tensor_slices(
50 (train_images , train_labels )). batch (32) # batch size =32
51
52 # model copy
53 initial_model = keras.models.load_model(’model.initial.hdf5 ’)
54
55 # The Neural Network
56 model = keras.Sequential ()
57 model.add(keras.layers.Flatten(input_shape =(32, 32, 3)))
58 model.add(keras.layers.Dense (32*32*3+10 , activation=tf.nn.relu))
59 model.add(keras.layers.Dense(
60 32*32*3+10 ,
61 activation=tf.nn.relu ,
62 kernel_initializer=’identity ’,
63 bias_initializer=’zeros ’
64 ))
65 model.add(keras.layers.Dense(
66 32*32*3+10 ,
67 activation=tf.nn.relu ,
68 kernel_initializer=’identity ’,
69 bias_initializer=’zeros ’
70 ))
71 model.add(keras.layers.Dense(10, activation=tf.nn.softmax ))
72
73 # copy weights from initial model
74 model.layers [1]. set_weights(initial_model.layers [1]. get_weights ())
75 model.layers [-1]. set_weights(initial_model.layers [-1]. get_weights ())
76
77 # model.save(’model.initial.hdf5 ’)
78
79 for layer in model.layers:
80 print(layer.get_weights ())
81 print(layer.trainable)
82
83 print(’-------------SUMMARY OF MODEL -------------’)
84 print(model.summary ())
85
86 # show_random_training_images ()
87
88 train_results , model = train_loop(
89 model ,
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A.2 Custom Training

Functions for the adaptive training algorithm. The functions are used in main.py

1 import tensorflow as tf
2 from tensorflow import keras
3 from tensorflow import contrib
4 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
5 import numpy as np
6 import time
7
8 tfe = contrib.eager
9
10
11 # adds layer between the last hidden layer and the output layer
12 def extend_back(model):
13 new_model = keras.Sequential ()
14
15 # copy flatten layer
16 new_model.add(model.layers [0])
17
18 # copy input layer (keep trainable)
19 # new_model.add(model.layers [1])
20
21 # copy the first layers and set the parameters to non -trainable
22 for i in range(1, len(model.layers )-1):
23 model.layers[i]. trainable = False
24 new_model.add(model.layers[i])
25
26 # add a new trainable layer initialized as identity layer
27 output_shape = new_model.layers [-1]. output_shape [1]
28 new_model.add(keras.layers.Dense(output_shape , activation=tf.nn.relu))
29 new_model.layers [-1]. set_weights ([np.identity(output_shape), np.zeros(output_shape )])
30
31 # copy output layer (keep trainable)
32 new_model.add(model.layers [-1])
33 return new_model
34
35
36 # adds layer after the first hidden layer
37 def extend_front(model):
38 new_model = keras.Sequential ()
39
40 # copy flatten layer
41 new_model.add(model.layers [0])
42
43 # copy input layer (keep trainable)
44 new_model.add(model.layers [1])
45
46 # add a new trainable layer initialized as identity layer
47 output_shape = new_model.layers [-1]. output_shape [1]
48 new_model.add(keras.layers.Dense(
49 units=output_shape ,
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50 activation=tf.nn.relu ,
51 kernel_initializer=’identity ’,
52 bias_initializer=’zeros ’
53 ))
54
55 # copy the last layers and set the parameters to non -trainable
56 for i in range(2, len(model.layers )):
57 model.layers[i]. trainable = False
58 new_model.add(model.layers[i])
59 return new_model
60
61
62 # adds one node on top of each layer
63 def extend_top(model):
64 new_model = keras.Sequential ()
65
66 # copy flatten layer
67 new_model.add(model.layers [0])
68
69 # each hidden layer is made one node bigger
70 for layer in model.layers [1:]:
71 new_model.add(keras.layers.Dense(
72 units=layer.output_shape [1] + (layer != model.layers [-1]),
73 activation=layer.activation ,
74 kernel_initializer=’zeros ’,
75 bias_initializer=’zeros ’
76 ))
77 w1 , b1 = layer.get_weights ()
78 w2 , b2 = new_model.layers [-1]. get_weights ()
79
80 # fill in original weights
81 w2[0:w1.shape[0], 0:w1.shape [1]] = w1
82 b2[0:b1.shape [0]] = b1
83
84 new_model.layers [-1]. set_weights ([w2, b2])
85 return new_model
86
87
88 def next_layer_trainable(model ):
89 for i, layer in enumerate(model.layers ):
90 if layer.trainable:
91 layer.trainable = False
92 model.layers[i+1]. trainable = True
93 break
94
95
96 # loss function
97 def loss(model , x, y):
98 y_ = model(x)
99 return tf.keras.backend.sparse_categorical_crossentropy(

100 target=y, output=y_ , from_logits=False , axis=-1
101 )
102
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103
104 # calculates the gradient of a model with respect to the trainable variables
105 def grad(model , inputs , targets ):
106 with tf.GradientTape () as tape:
107 loss_value = loss(model , inputs , targets)
108 return loss_value , tape.gradient(loss_value , model.trainable_variables)
109
110
111 # custom training loop
112 def train_loop(model , train_dataset , num_epochs , mode=None):
113 optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(learning_rate =0.01)
114 global_step = tf.Variable (0)
115
116 counter = 0
117 start_time = time.time()
118
119 # keep results for plotting
120 train_loss_results = []
121 train_accuracy_results = []
122 train_time = []
123
124 loss_avg = tfe.metrics.Mean()
125 accuracy = tfe.metrics.Accuracy ()
126
127 for epoch in range(num_epochs ):
128 # Training loop - using batches of 32
129 for x, y in train_dataset:
130 counter += 1
131 # Optimize the model
132 loss_value , grads = grad(model , x, y)
133 optimizer.apply_gradients(zip(grads , model.trainable_variables), global_step)
134
135 # Track progress
136 loss_avg(loss_value) # add current batch loss
137 accuracy(tf.argmax(model(x), axis=1, output_type=tf.int32),
138 np.transpose(y)[0]) # compare predicted label to actual label
139
140 if counter == 1000 or counter == 2000 or counter == 3000 or counter == 4000:
141 if mode == ’front ’:
142 model = extend_front(model)
143 print("-----------------------NEW -LAYER -FRONT -----------------------")
144 print(model.summary ())
145 elif mode == ’back ’:
146 model = extend_back(model)
147 print("-----------------------NEW -LAYER -BACK ------------------------")
148 print(model.summary ())
149 elif mode == ’top ’:
150 model = extend_top(model)
151 print("-----------------------NEW -LAYER -TOP -------------------------")
152 print(model.summary ())
153 elif mode == ’onebyone ’:
154 next_layer_trainable(model)
155 for layer in model.layers:
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156 print(layer.get_weights ())
157 print(layer.trainable)
158 print("----------------------TRAIN -NEXT -LAYER -----------------------")
159
160 train_loss_results.append(loss_avg.result ())
161 train_accuracy_results.append(accuracy.result ())
162 train_time.append(time.time() - start_time)
163 print(" Epoch: {:03d}, Loss: {:.5f}, Accuracy: {:.3%}". format(
164 epoch ,
165 loss_avg.result(),
166 accuracy.result(),
167 ))
168 print("----------------------------------------------------------------------------")
169
170 print(model.summary ())
171
172 time_passed = time.time() - start_time
173 print(’time passed: ’, time_passed)
174
175 # plot results
176 fig , axes = plt.subplots(2, sharex=’row ’, figsize =(12, 8))
177 fig.suptitle(’Training Metrics ’)
178
179 axes [0]. set_ylabel ("Loss", fontsize =14)
180 axes [0]. plot(train_loss_results)
181
182 axes [1]. set_ylabel (" Accuracy", fontsize =14)
183 axes [1]. set_xlabel (" Epoch", fontsize =14)
184 axes [1]. plot(train_accuracy_results)
185
186 plt.show()
187
188 # return the result to be saved
189 return np.vstack ([ train_loss_results , train_accuracy_results , train_time ]), model
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A.3 Plot

Code used for plotting the saved training data

1 import numpy as np
2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
3
4 loss1 , accuracy1 , time1 = np.load(’CIFAR10/comparison4/train_results_1layer.npy ’)
5 loss2 , accuracy2 , time2 = np.load(’CIFAR10/comparison4/train_results_adaptive_2layer.npy ’)
6 loss3 , accuracy3 , time3 = np.load(’CIFAR10/comparison4/train_results_adaptive_3layer.npy ’)
7 loss4 , accuracy4 , time4 = np.load(’CIFAR10/comparison4/train_results_adaptive_4layer.npy ’)
8 loss5 , accuracy5 , time5 = np.load(’CIFAR10/comparison4/train_results_adaptive_5layer.npy ’)
9
10
11 loss , accuracy , time = np.load(’train_results_2layer.npy ’)
12
13
14 fig , axes = plt.subplots(2, sharex=’row ’, figsize =(12, 8))
15 fig.suptitle(’Training Metrics ’)
16
17 axes [0]. set_ylabel ("Loss", fontsize =14)
18 axes [0]. plot(time1 , np.log(loss1), ’r’, label=’1 layer ’)
19 axes [0]. plot(time2 , np.log(loss2), ’b’, label=’adaptive 2 layers ’)
20 axes [0]. plot(time3 , np.log(loss3), ’g’, label=’adaptive 3 layers ’)
21 axes [0]. plot(time4 , np.log(loss4), ’y’, label=’adaptive 4 layers ’)
22 axes [0]. plot(time5 , np.log(loss5), ’m’, label=’adaptive 5 layers ’)
23 axes [0]. plot(time , np.log(loss), ’m’, label=’2 layers ’)
24
25 axes [1]. set_ylabel (" Accuracy", fontsize =14)
26 axes [1]. set_xlabel (" steps", fontsize =14)
27
28 axes [1]. plot(time1 , accuracy1 , ’r’, label=’1 trainable ’)
29 axes [1]. plot(time2 , accuracy2 , ’b’, label=’2 trainable ’)
30 axes [1]. plot(time3 , accuracy3 , ’g’, label=’3 trainable ’)
31 axes [1]. plot(time4 , accuracy4 , ’y’, label=’4 trainable ’)
32 axes [1]. plot(time5 , accuracy5 , ’m’, label=’5 trainable ’)
33 axes [1]. plot(time , accuracy , ’m’, label=’2 layers ’)
34
35 plt.legend ()
36 plt.show()
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